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Transducin �-Subunit Sets Expression Levels of �- and
�-Subunits and Is Crucial for Rod Viability
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Transducin is a prototypic heterotrimeric G-protein mediating visual signaling in vertebrate photoreceptor cells. Despite its central role
in phototransduction, little is known about the mechanisms that regulate its expression and maintain approximately stoichiometric
levels of the �- and ��-subunits. Here we demonstrate that the knock-out of transducin �-subunit leads to a major downregulation of
both �- and �-subunit proteins, despite nearly normal levels of the corresponding transcripts, and fairly rapid photoreceptor degener-
ation. Significant fractions of the remaining �- and �-subunits were mislocalized from the light-sensitive outer segment compartment of
the rod. Yet, the tiny amount of the �-subunit present in the outer segments of knock-out rods was sufficient to support light signaling,
although with a markedly reduced sensitivity. These data indicate that the �-subunit controls the expression level of the entire transducin
heterotrimer and that heterotrimer formation is essential for normal transducin localization. They further suggest that the production of
transducin �-subunit without its constitutive �-subunit partner sufficiently stresses the cellular biosynthetic and/or chaperone machin-
ery to induce cell death.
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Introduction
Heterotrimeric G-proteins have been long recognized to mediate
a vast number of intracellular signaling pathways; however, the
cellular mechanisms responsible for their assembly and intracel-
lular targeting remain far from understood (for review, see Mar-
rari et al., 2007). Transducin (or Gt) is one of the best studied
G-proteins. It mediates phototransduction between the light-
activated visual pigment rhodopsin and the effector enzyme
cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) in retinal rods [for review, see
Burns and Baylor (2001), Fain et al. (2001), and Arshavsky et al.
(2002)]. The rate of transducin activation, which is a key deter-
minant in setting the photoreceptor’s sensitivity to light (Pugh
and Lamb, 1993), depends on transducin concentration in pho-
toreceptor outer segments (Sokolov et al., 2002), and in fact,
transducin concentration and the rate of its activation are very
similar in rods of many vertebrate species (for review, see Pugh et
al., 1999). However, the outer segment content of transducin
changes during the normal diurnal cycle as a result of its revers-
ible light-driven translocation from the outer segment to other
cellular compartments (for review, see Calvert et al., 2006). This
phenomenon is thought to contribute to photoreceptor light ad-

aptation by reducing transducin activation rate at bright light
(Sokolov et al., 2002). Therefore, it is fundamentally important to
understand the mechanisms controlling transducin heterotrimer
expression and similar levels of its individual G�t and G�1�1

subunits.
Previous work has demonstrated that knock-out of G�t makes

rods completely insensitive to light but neither affects the expres-
sion level of G�1�1 nor causes photoreceptor degeneration (Cal-
vert et al., 2000). We have now characterized the reciprocal model
of the G�1 knock-out mouse and revealed a very different phe-
notype. The lack of G�1 caused �25-fold reduction in the protein
levels of both G�1 and G�t, despite nearly unchanged levels of the
corresponding mRNAs, indicating that the total amount of trans-
ducin in rods is set by the amount of functional G�1�1. The
remaining G�t was distributed throughout the entire rod cell,
demonstrating that the formation of transducin heterotrimer is
required for its normal outer segment localization. Interestingly,
the small fraction of G�t present in the outer segments of knock-
out rods was sufficient to support photoresponses, although with
�70-fold reduction in sensitivity. We also found that, unlike the
knock-out of G�t, G�1 knock-out causes gradual retinal degen-
eration with photoreceptor loss observed as early as at 4 weeks of
age. Overall, these data provide a striking in vivo example of how
mutual interactions between individual subunits affect G-protein
expression, localization, signaling, and eventually cell health.

Materials and Methods
Animals. The G�1 knock-out mouse was licensed from Deltagen (San
Mateo, CA). The company provided two breeding pairs of heterozygous
mice, and animals used in this study were obtained by sibling mating. The
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knock-out construct map is illustrated in Figure 1, and the genotyping
strategy is described in figure legend. Mice were generated on the 129/
OlaHsd background and back-crossed with C57BL/6 (Charles River,
Wilmington, MA) for at least six generations. The G�t knock-out mouse
was kindly provided by J. Lem (Tufts University, Medford, MA). The
phosducin knock-out mouse was described by Sokolov et al. (2004). All
animals were maintained under the standard 12/12 h light/dark cycle and
dark adapted for at least 12 h before experiments. Animal light adapta-
tion was performed as described by Lobanova et al. (2007).

Antibodies and Western blotting. Rabbit antibodies SC-379 against
G�1, SC-380 against G�2, SC-381 against G�3, SC-382 against G�4, SC-
389 against G�t, SC-373 against G�1, SC-374 against G�2, SC-375 against
G�3, and G-8 against rhodopsin kinase were from Santa Cruz Biotech-
nology (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit antibody against G�c was from CytoSig-
nal Research Products (Irvine, CA). Rabbit antibody PA1–7 against rod
arrestin was from Affinity Bioreagents (Golden, CO). Rabbit antibodies
against recoverin, guanylate cyclase activating protein 1 (GCAP1),
GCAP2, retina guanylate cyclase isoform 1 (retGC1), and retGC2 were a
gift from A. M. Dizhoor (Pennsylvania College of Optometry, Elkins
Park, PA). Rabbit antibody against rod PDE �-subunit was a gift from
R. H. Cote (University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH). Rabbit anti-
bodies against rod cGMP phosphodiesterase � and � subunits were a gift
from N. O. Artemyev (University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA). Mouse mono-
clonal anti-rhodopsin antibody 4D2 was a gift from R. S. Molday (Uni-
versity of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada).
Rabbit anti-phosducin-like protein (PhLP) antibody was a gift from
B. M. Willardson (Brigham Young University, Provo, UT). Rabbit anti-
G�5 antibody was a gift from W. F. Simonds (National Institutes of
Health–National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Dis-
eases). Sheep anti-regulator of G-protein signaling 9 (RGS9) antibody is
described by Makino et al. (1999) and anti-phosducin antibody by
Sokolov et al. (2004). Secondary antibodies for Western blotting were
goat or donkey conjugated with Alexa Fluor 680 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). Protein bands were visualized and quantified using the Odyssey
Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences, Bad Homburg,
Germany).

Histological techniques. Plastic-embedded cross sections (1 �m) of the
mouse retina were prepared as by Sokolov et al. (2004) and stained with
toluidine blue for light microscopy. Electron microscopy was performed
as by Petters et al. (1997). Serial tangential sectioning of flat-mounted
frozen mouse retinas was initially described by Sokolov et al. (2002) and
performed as by Lobanova et al. (2007).

mRNA purification and real-time quantitative reverse transcription-

PCR. The transcript levels for G�t, G�1, and G�1 in the knock-out,
heterozygous, and wild-type (WT) mice were measured using quantita-
tive reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001;
Pfaffl, 2001). Both retinas were removed and stored in RNAlater solution
(Ambion, Austin, TX) until total RNA was extracted using the RNAeasy
Protect Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA). mRNA concentration was
determined using the Quant-IT RiboGreen RNA Assay (Invitrogen) on a
TD-700 Fluorometer (Turner Designs, Sunnyvale, CA). cDNA was syn-
thesized from 0.5–1 �g of total RNA using Superscript III Reverse Tran-
scriptase and oligo-(dT)20 primer (Invitrogen) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Signals of G�t, G�1, and G�1 mRNAs from each
animal type were obtained on a sequence-detection system (iCycler iQ;
Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) using SYBR-Green (IQ SYBR Green SuperMix;
Bio-Rad) and normalized to an endogenous reference [glyceraldehyde-
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)]. At least two animals of each
type were used, and the PCR analysis was repeated three times for each
animal. PCR was performed as follows: one cycle at 95°C for 2 min, 40
cycles at 95°C for 20 s, one cycle at 55°C for 20 s, and at 72°C for 20 s.

The following primers were used. G�t: forward, 5�-TGA CCA CGC
TCA ACA TTC AGT ATG; reverse, 5�-CAT ATC CTG GAG TCA CCA
GAC G. G�1: forward, 5�-ACA ACC ACA TTT ACT GGA CAC ACT;
reverse, 5�-ACC TGC TCT GTC AGC TTT GA. G�1: forward, 5�-CCA
GTG ATC AAC ATC GAA GAC CTG; reverse, 5�-TTC TTC AAT ATA
ATC TCT CAC TTC TTC ACA ACA. GAPDH: forward, 5�-GTG AAG
GTC GGT GTG AAC G; reverse, 5�-GTG GTG AAG ACA CCA GTA
GAC TC. The standard curves for each set of primers were obtained with
cDNA synthesized from 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 50 ng of wild-type RNA
extracted from 30-d-old C57BL/6 mice. The slopes of all curves were
similar and equal to �3.48 � 0.09 (n � 3) for G�t; �3.49 � 0.09 (n � 4)
for G�1; �3.46 � 0.03 (n � 3) for G�1; and �3.52 � 0.09 (n � 4) for
GAPDH.

Protein quantification. Both retinas from a mouse were extracted un-
der dim red illumination and sonicated in 250 �l of water. Rhodopsin
concentration was determined in 100 �l aliquots by difference spectros-
copy using the molar extinction coefficient of 40,500 M

�1 � cm �1. The
rest of the sample was used for quantitative Western blotting. For the
preparation of transducin subunits’ standards, the heterotrimer was pu-
rified from frozen bovine retinas (Ting et al., 1993), and G�t was sepa-
rated from G�1�1 on a 1 ml Blue Sepharose column (GE Healthcare,
Piscataway, NJ) according to Heck and Hofmann (2001). The purity of
the resulting subunits was assessed to exceed 98%. The concentration of
each subunit was determined spectrophotometrically using calculated
molar extinction coefficients at 280 nm of 36,507 M

�1 � cm �1 for G�t

(assuming that it contains a molecule of bound GDP) and 58,410 M
�1 �

cm �1 for G�1�1. Equimolar amounts of standards were mixed together
in the SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and serial dilutions were run on the
same gel as retina extracts. Bovine transducin subunits could be used for
calibration because they share conservative antibody recognition sites
with mouse.

Electroretinography. Electroretinograms were recorded using the Es-
pion E 2 system (DiagnoSYS, Littleton, MA) according to published
methods (Saszik et al., 2002). Dark-adapted mice were anesthetized by
intraperitoneal injection of a ketamine/xylazine mixture (75/10 mg/kg),
their pupils were dilated with 1% cyclopentolate-HCl, 2.5% phenyleph-
rine, and a drop of Gonak solution (Akorn, Buffalo Grove, IL) was placed
on the cornea. The recording electrode was a silver fiber, and the refer-
ence electrode was a toothless alligator clip wetted with Gonak and at-
tached to the mouse cheek. Mouse body temperature was maintained at
37°C using a Deltaphase Isothermal Pad (Braintree Scientific, Braintree,
MA).

Single-cell recording. Suction electrode recordings of rod outer seg-
ment currents were performed and analyzed as described by Krispel et al.
(2003). Briefly, young mice (38 – 44 d postnatal) were dark adapted over-
night, and the retinas were dissected under infrared light. Ten millisec-
ond flashes of 500 nm light of calibrated intensity were delivered to a
single rod held in the suction electrode filled with HEPES-based buffer.
The chamber was perfused with bicarbonate-buffered Locke’s solution
and held at 37°C. For some G�1 knock-out rods, white light was needed
to elicit saturating responses. Wild-type values given in Table 4 reflect the

Figure 1. Knock-out strategy and genotyping of the G�1 knock-out mouse. A, Structures of
the wild-type Gngt1 gene locus containing exons 1 and 2 and the targeting vector. Dark boxes
represent regions of the G�1 coding sequence (amino acid residues 17– 44), which was re-
placed with a 6.9 kb IRES-lacZ reporter and neomycin-resistance cassette (IRES-lacZ-neo). B,
Genotyping of Gngt1 knock-out mice by multiplex PCR. We used a mixture of three primers: a
(5-TGC TCA CTC TCC TCC ATC TTC ACA C-3), b (5-CTG GAA TCC CCT TCA CTA GAG GGT C-3), and c
(5-GAC GAG TTC TTC TGA GGG GAT CGA TC-3), which amplify the 412 bp product from the Gngt1
gene (a and b) and/or the 617 bp product from the knock-out allele containing a fragment of the
neomycin resistance cassette (b and c). Genomic DNA was isolated from the mouse tail tips
using the DNeasy Tissue kit (QIAGEN).
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mean parameters obtained from C57BL/6 mice recorded with the same
solutions as those used for the G�1 knock-out recordings. For cellular
noise measurements, membrane currents were recorded in darkness and
then in saturating light, and the power spectra of the two were subtracted
(dark � light). The total cellular dark noise variance was determined for
each cell by integrating the difference spectra over the bandwidth 0.1–20
Hz. In three G�1 knock-out rods, the cellular dark noise was too small to
be discernible; that is, integration of the difference spectra yielded a small
negative number, and a zero value was recorded instead to calculate the
mean. Average dark currents for rods used for noise analysis were similar
(WT, 11.0 � 1.3 pA; n � 8; G�1 knock-out, 9.5 � 1.0 pA; n � 9; p � 0.35)
Amplification constants were determined by fitting Equation 20 of Pugh
and Lamb (1993) to the early rising phases of each cell’s flash response
family, assuming effective collecting areas of 0.4 �m for wild-type rods
and 0.27 �m for G�1 knock-out rods, based on the difference in their
outer segment lengths at that age.

Results
Progressive photoreceptor loss in G�1 knock-out mice
The strategy used for obtaining the G�1 knock-out mouse is il-
lustrated in Figure 1 and described in Materials and Methods.
The analysis of retinal morphology in these mice revealed a pro-
gressive pattern of photoreceptor degeneration (Fig. 2). At 1
month of age, the length of rod outer segments was reduced by
approximately one-third, and distinct gaps among individual rod
outer segments were evident after electron microscopy analysis
(Fig. 3). At 2 months, outer segment loss was more prominent
and accompanied by a detectable change in the number of pho-
toreceptor nuclei present in the outer nuclear layer. By 6 months,
the majority of rods were gone with only approximately three to
four nuclei remaining per row (compared with �10 –11 in wild-
type mice of this age), and the outer segments were further short-

Figure 2. Comparative analysis of retina morphology in G�1 knock-out (�/�), heterozygous (�/�), and wild-type littermates (�/�) and G�t /G�1 double knock-out (KO) and phosducin
(Pdc)/G�1 double knock-out mice. Animals were killed at indicated ages, retinas were embedded in plastic, and 1 �m cross sections were stained by toluidine blue and analyzed using a Nikon
(Tokyo, Japan) Eclipse 90i microscope.
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ened. In contrast, heterozygote mice showed no signs of degen-
eration, and their photoreceptor morphology was
indistinguishable from that in the wild-type mice at all analyzed
ages (Figs. 2, 3).

This phenotype is entirely different from that of the G�t

knock-out, which is characterized by normal photoreceptor
morphology and only age-dependent photoreceptor loss similar
to that observed in wild-type mice (Calvert et al., 2000). There-
fore, we tested which phenotype prevails in the double knock-out
mice lacking both G�t and G�1 and found that photoreceptor
degeneration in the double knock-out progresses with similar
rate as in the single G�1 knock-out (Fig. 2). The same pattern was
observed for the double knock-out mice lacking both G�1 and
phosducin, the second major G�1�1 binding partner in rods (Fig.
2). Raising the G�1 knock-out mice in complete darkness did not
cause a marked difference in the progression of degeneration
(data not shown).

G�1 knock-out mice are characterized by significant
downregulation of G�1 and G�t

We compared the amounts of several rod-specific signaling pro-
teins in retinal lysates of G�1 knock-out and wild-type mice at
postnatal days 31–33 (Fig. 4A), when rod outer segments are
reasonably developed, yet their loss as a result of photoreceptor
degeneration is just beginning. At this age, the rhodopsin con-
tent, which reflects the amount of rod outer segment membrane
material in the retina, was 169 � 13 pmol/retina (SEM; n � 8) in
G�1 knock-outs compared with 292 � 33 pmol/retina (n � 8) in
wild-type and 313 � 43 pmol/retina (n � 3) in heterozygous
mice. This decrease is likely to reflect a combination of the re-
duced rod outer segment length in G�1 knock-out mice and some
photoreceptor loss beginning even at this early age.

The only major effect of the G�1 knock-out was a significant
downregulation of both G�t and G�1 (Fig. 4A). In contrast, the
majority of other outer segment proteins, including cGMP phos-
phodiesterase subunits, two guanylate cyclase isoforms, their
Ca 2� regulators GCAP1 and GCAP2, GTPase-activating protein
RGS9, rhodopsin kinase, and recoverin, remained at the normal
molar ratio to rhodopsin despite outer segment shortening.
Phosducin was slightly downregulated, reminiscent of the recip-
rocal downregulation of G�1�1 in phosducin knock-out retinas
(Sokolov et al., 2004). The relative levels of PhLP and arrestin,

localized primarily outside rod outer segments in the dark, were
elevated by �30 – 40%. However, the increase in PhLP and arres-
tin is likely a simple consequence of normalizing the samples by
rhodopsin content: a 40% reduction of rhodopsin in G�1 knock-
outs is expected to yield �40% more inner segment proteins in
each sample.

To quantify the reduction of G�t, G�1, and G�1 expression in
retinas of G�1 knock-out and heterozygote mice, we determined
the amount of each subunit in retinal homogenates of knock-out,
heterozygous, and wild-type mice by quantitative Western blot-
ting using purified transducin subunits as the standards (Fig. 4B,
Tables 1, 2). We found that G�1 knock-out retinas contained
�4% G�t and �11% G�1, whereas heterozygous retinas con-
tained approximately two-thirds of wild-type amounts of each
subunit. However, the reduction of G�1 in rods is even more
significant than in whole retinas, because unlike G�t and G�1, an
appreciable fraction G�1 is expressed in the inner retina. This
fraction was measured by the technique of serial sectioning/
Western blotting, which takes advantage of the layered anatomy
of the retina (Sokolov et al., 2002; Strissel et al., 2006; Song et al.,
2007). We obtained progressive 20-�m-thick tangential sections
throughout the entire retina from the light-adapted G�1 knock-
out and wild-type mice and analyzed the distribution of G�1

among the individual sections by quantitative immunoblotting
(Fig. 4C). In wild-type mice, the majority of G�1 and the entire
G�1 were present in the first six sections representing the photo-
receptor layer, which is consistent with the well documented
G�1�1 distribution throughout the entire length of light-adapted
rods (Sokolov et al., 2004). The fraction of G�1 expressed in the
inner retina (sections 7–12) was 8.6 � 3.2% of the total (n � 4).
In contrast, the majority of G�1 in G�1 knock-out mice was
found in the inner retina (82 � 5% total; n � 2) (Fig. 4C, bottom,
sections 6 –11) as a consequence of major G�1 downregulation in
rods. Therefore, only �18% of the G�1 present in the knock-out
retinas is actually expressed in the rods, which corresponds to
only �3.4% of the amount of G�1 normally present in rods of
wild-type mice (Table 2). Immunoprecipitation failed to detect
any other G-protein �-subunits bound to G�1 and Western blot-
ting did not reveal any compensatory upregulation of G�2, G�3,
and G�c [previously documented in the outer retina in addition
to G�1 (Peng et al., 1992)], nor of G�2, G�3, G�4, and G�5 (data
not shown; see Materials and Methods for antibodies used).

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy of rod outer segments from 0.065 �m retina cross sections from the 1-month-old G�1 knock-out mouse and its heterozygote and wild-type
littermates. The pictures were taken at 2500� magnification.
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G�1 knock-out does not significantly affect the expression of
G�t and G�1 mRNA
To analyze whether the reduction of G�t and G�1 in G�1 knock-
out rods may have resulted from reduced amounts of the corre-

sponding transcripts, we determined their mRNA levels by qRT-
PCR (Fig. 4D). Knocking out G�1 caused only a modest
reduction in the mRNA levels of the other subunits (21 � 3% for
G�t and 29 � 5% for G�1), which could be explained, at least in
part, by the cell loss resulting from ongoing rod degeneration.
Clearly, this effect cannot explain the �96% protein loss, indicat-
ing that the latter is mediated primarily by posttranslational
mechanisms. Heterozygous animals contained normal levels of
G�t and G�1 mRNAs and about one-half (47 � 11% of the wild
type) of the normal level of G�1 mRNA. Therefore, the G�1 pro-
tein reduction in the heterozygous mouse reflects the gene dosage
effect, whereas the partial reduction in G�t and G�1 proteins in
this mouse is likely to be consequential to the reduction in G�1.

G�t and G�1 are mislocalized in G�1 knock-out rods
We next analyzed the intracellular localization of G�t and G�1 in
G�1 knock-out rods. The drastic downregulation of both sub-
units did not permit us to use the common immunostaining
approach because of comparable levels of nonspecific staining
and autofluorescence. Instead we once again used the serial sec-
tioning/Western blotting technique and found that both sub-

Figure 4. The expression of transducin and other major photoreceptor proteins in the retinas of 31- to 33-d-old G�1 knock-out mice. A, Western blots of proteins in the retina lysates containing
5 pmol of rhodopsin. Each determination was repeated for at least three pairs of wild-type and knock-out animals. B, Quantification of transducin subunit amounts in whole retinas from G�1

knock-out, heterozygote, and wild-type littermates. Retina lysate aliquots containing indicated amounts of rhodopsin were separated by SDS-PAGE along with 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 pmol of
transducin standards and immunoblotted using antibodies against each subunit. The examples of calibration curves for each subunit are shown below the blots. The results from multiple
experiments are summarized in Table 1. C, The distribution of G�1 in 20 �m serial tangential sections throughout the entire light-adapted retina of wild-type and G�1 knock-out mice was analyzed
by Western blotting. Each section was solubilized in either 40 (knock-out) or 60 (wild-type) �l of SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and 10 �l aliquots were subjected to electrophoresis. The final blots were
scanned at the excitation laser intensity optimized for attaining signal linearity in each case. The representative cross sections of each retina type are shown above the corresponding Western blot
panes; note that the photoreceptor layer in knock-out retinas is approximately one section thinner than in wild type because of ongoing degeneration. D, Transcript levels of transducin subunits in
G�1 knock-out, heterozygote, and wild-type littermates. Quantitative RT-PCR of each transcript was conducted for two animals of each type as described in Materials and Methods. The relative
mRNA expression level in each sample was normalized to the fluorescence of GAPDH and shown as the fraction of wild type.

Table 1. Expression levels of the Gt subunits in whole retinas of 31- to 33-d-old
wild-type, G� 1 knock-out, and heterozygote mice presented as percentages of
rhodopsin (mean � SEM)

G�t G�1 G�1

WT 12.5 � 1.9 (n � 7) 17.9 � 3.2 (n � 8) 16.9 � 2.1 (n � 3)
G�1�/� 7.8 � 0.2 (n � 4) 12.4 � 1.7 (n � 4) 10.4 � 0.7 (n � 4)
G�1�/� 0.49 � 0.08 (n � 7) 1.9 � 0.3 (n � 8)

Table 2. The amounts of Gt subunits expressed in rods of G� 1 and heterozygote
mice expressed as percentages of their amounts in wild-type rods

G� t G� 1 G� 1

G� 1�/� 63 66 62
G� 1�/� 3.9 3.4

The numbers were calculated from the mean values shown in Table 1 and, in the case of G� 1, corrected for its inner
retina content.
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units are distributed throughout the entire length of both dark-
and light-adapted knock-out rods, with neither undergoing
light-dependent translocation (Fig. 5, top). Therefore, the outer
segments of G�1 knock-out rods contain less than one-half of
total G�t and G�1 fractions (or 	2% of their normal amounts)
under any conditions of illumination. This differs from wild-type
rods, in which nearly all G�t and G�1 are present in the same
section as rhodopsin in the dark, indicating their localization to
outer segments, whereas light causes their redistribution
throughout the entire length of the photoreceptor layer (Fig. 5,
bottom). Curiously, the distribution of G�1 (and to a lesser de-
gree G�t) in G�1 knock-out rods had two peaks, one at the outer/
inner segment border and another at the nuclear region, although
the cause of such distribution is not clear.

The observation that a large fraction of G�t is mislocalized
from rod outer segments of the G�1 knock-out complements
immunohistochemical results showing mislocalization of G�1�1

in G�t/rhodopsin kinase double knock-out retinas (Zhang et al.,
2003). Using a more quantitative approach of serial sectioning/

Western blotting in G�t knock-out retinas
(Fig. 6A,B), we found that the G�1�1 in-
tracellular distribution, both in the dark
and in bright light, is similar to G�t distri-
bution in the G�1 knock-out mice. These
data suggest that transducin localization to
outer segments in the dark requires that its
subunits form a heterotrimer. Because
phosducin, a protein known to form a sol-
uble complex with G�1�1 (Loew et al.,
1998; Lukov et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
2005), could potentially alter the distribu-
tion of G�1�1 in the absence of G�t, we
performed an additional control in which
we compared the intracellular distribution
of G�1�1 in rods of dark-adapted G�t

knock-out mice with G�t/phosducin dou-
ble knock-outs (Fig. 6C) and found them
to be virtually identical. Together, these
data provide a compelling argument in
support of the need for stable transducin
heterotrimer formation for proper outer
segment localization.

The rods of G�1 knock-out mice
preserve the ability to respond to light
To determine whether the small amount of
G�t preserved in the rod outer segments of
G�1 knock-out rods can support light-
driven electrical responses, we used elec-
troretinography (ERG). This method is
based on the recording of complex field
potentials evoked in the retina by light us-
ing an electrode placed on the cornea (for
review, see Pugh et al., 1998). A typical
ERG response consists of the initial nega-
tive deflection, called the a-wave, which re-
flects the light-dependent current suppres-
sion in photoreceptor outer segments and
is prominent only at relatively high light
intensities, and the following b-wave,
which primarily reflects the response of the
bipolar cells functioning downstream from
photoreceptors in the retina (Fig. 7A).

To estimate the rod component of the ERG responses from
G�1 knock-out mice, all recordings were conducted alongside
wild-type mice and G�t knock-out mice, in which rods do not
respond to light, and ERG responses originate exclusively from
cones (Calvert et al., 2000). We found that the amplitude of
a-wave in G�1 knock-out mice was approximately fivefold larger
than in G�t knock-out mice, indicating that G�1 knock-out rods
produce light-driven voltage responses (Fig. 7, Table 3). How-
ever, this amplitude was approximately threefold smaller than in
wild-type mice, suggesting reduced light sensitivity in G�1

knock-out rods. The maximal b-wave amplitudes in G�1 knock-
out and wild-type mice were nearly identical and approximately
fourfold larger than in G�t knock-outs, indicating that in suffi-
ciently bright light, rod bipolar cells were fully activated by G�1

knock-out rods. The half-saturating light intensity for b-wave
was �2600-fold higher than in wild-type mice. This could result
from reduced light sensitivity of individual G�1 knock-out rods,
reduced rod numbers, and perhaps synaptic remodeling accom-
panying degeneration (Peng et al., 2003).

Figure 5. The distribution of G�t and G�1 in 10-�m-thick tangential sections of the photoreceptor layer from G�1 knock-out
and wild-type mice. Dark-adapted animals were anesthetized and either kept in the dark or exposed to 30 min of illumination,
bleaching at least 80% rhodopsin by the end of the experiment. Their retinas were extracted and sections were obtained as by
Lobanova et al. (2007). Each section from knock-out retinas was solubilized in 30 �l and from wild type in 100 �l of SDS-PAGE
buffer, and 12 �l aliquots were used for Western blotting. A small 1 �l aliquot from each sample was probed for the presence of
rhodopsin (Rho), serving as the rod outer segment marker. The data are taken from one of at least three independent experi-
ments. A schematic drawing of the rod cell is shown between the panels with subcellular compartments abbreviated as follows:
OS, outer segment; IS, inner segment; N, nucleus; ST, synaptic terminal.

Figure 6. The distribution of G�1 and G�1 in 5-�m-thick serial tangential sections of the photoreceptor layer in dark-adapted
(A) or light-adapted (B) G�t knock-out (KO) mice and in dark-adapted double G�t/phosducin (Pdc) knock-out mouse (C). The
experiments were performed as described in Figure 5 legend (wild type), except that the much higher G�1�1 content in these
animals enabled us to analyze proteins in thinner 5 �m sections.
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To gain a more quantitative measure of
rod phototransduction cascade in the ab-
sence of G�1, we used suction electrodes to
record from individual rods of dark-
adapted G�1 knock-out mice at 5– 6 weeks
of age (Fig. 8A, Table 4). These recordings
were very difficult because of the early on-
set degeneration. In agreement with ERG
findings, brief flashes generated responses
whose amplitudes increased with increas-
ing flash strength to maximal, saturating
amplitudes that were only slightly smaller
than that of wild-type rods. However, G�1

knock-out rods were considerably less light
sensitive than normal. The flash strength
needed to half-maximally activate G�1

knock-out rods was �70-fold brighter
(Fig. 8B, Table 4).

Unlike inactive transducin heterotri-
mer, free GDP-bound G�t has been shown
to possess some ability to activate cGMP
phosphodiesterase in vitro (Kutuzov and
Pfister, 1994). This raises the possibility
that the reduced flash sensitivity in G�1

knock-out rods arose in part from the de-
sensitizing effect of spontaneous cascade
activity driven by free G�t. To test this pos-
sibility, we measured the cellular noise by
analyzing the outer segment current re-
corded in darkness and in the presence of
saturating steady light, which closes all of
the cGMP-sensitive channels and silences
all but instrumental noise (Fig. 9A). As-
suming that these sources of noise were in-
dependent and additive, the difference of
these two power spectra (dark � light)
yielded the difference spectrum (Fig. 9B) with characteristic
cascade noise variance at low frequencies (Rieke and Baylor,
1998; Burns et al., 2002). All G�1 knock-out rods showed
much lower cellular dark noise variance between 0.1 and 20 Hz
(Table 4). Thus, the reduced flash sensitivity does not arise
from the desensitizing effect of spontaneously active free G�t-
PDE complex but rather likely results from reduced amplifi-
cation as a result of the gross reduction in G�t expression
and/or activity.

To measure amplification directly, we fit the Lamb and Pugh
activation model (Pugh and Lamb, 1993) to the rising phases of
families of flash responses from wild-type and G�1 knock-out rods.
This analysis requires precisely knowing the number of photoexcited
rhodopsin molecules produced by each flash, which normally can be
empirically determined by variance-to-mean analysis (Krispel et al.,
2006). However, quantal fluctuations were too small to be resolved
in the insensitive G�1 knock-out rods, and so the number of photo-
excited rhodopsin molecules was estimated by the cellular dimen-
sions. Consistent with previous studies, wild-type mouse rods
showed amplification constants of near 10 s�2 (see Table 4). In con-
trast, G�1 knock-out rods had amplification constants 24-fold
smaller. However, because G�1 knock-out rods were approximately
two-thirds of normal length, and the amplification constant is in-
versely proportional to the cytoplasmic volume (Lamb and Pugh,
1992), this change in amplification constant corresponds to an ap-
proximately 40-fold change in the rate of transducin activation.
Thus, the �50-fold change in the expression level of G�t expression

is similar to both the �40-fold change in transducin activation rate
and the �70-fold decrease change in sensitivity (Io), with the latter
also being affected by deactivation and perhaps calcium feedback
mechanisms, which may have been a bit different in the degenerat-
ing G�1 knock-out rods.

Discussion
The cellular content of the transducin heterotrimer is set by
the expression of G�1�1

The first major result of our study is that the amounts of both G�t

and G�1 in rods are dependent on the expression of G�1. Al-
though the G�1 reduction is rather intuitive because the
G-protein ��-subunit complexes always exist as single functional
units, the downregulation of G�t is not and contrasts with the
observation that the expression of G�1�1 is not affected by the
lack of G�t (Calvert et al., 2000). Therefore, the cellular content of
the entire heterotrimer in rods is set by the level of G�1�1. Be-
cause G�t transcript remains unchanged in both G�1 knock-out
and heterozygous mice, the most straightforward explanation of
the G�t reduction is that its expression level is adjusted posttrans-
lationally, through the proteolysis of G�t molecules not associ-
ated with G�1�1. G�1�1 could protect G�t either directly, by
masking G�t sites susceptible to ubiquitination and/or proteoly-
sis, or indirectly, by trafficking the entire transducin to the rod
outer segment, which does not contain proteasomes (Obin et al.,
2002). The lack of G�1 could also affect G�t folding, although
indirectly (see below).

Figure 7. ERG analysis of light responses in G�1 knock-out mice. A, Representative ERG recordings from 31- to 33-d-old wild-type,
G�1 knock-out,andG�t knock-outmiceevokedbywhitelightflashesof increasingintensities indicatedtotherightofthetracesasthelog
intensity measured in cd � s/m 2. B, The dependencies of a- and b-wave amplitudes in each animal type on the flash intensity. The curve
fitting was performed based on a modified hyperbolic function according to Fulton and Rushton (1978):

A � Amax,1

In1

In1 � In1
h,1

� Amax,2

In2

In2 � In2
h,2,

where Amax is the maximal amplitude, I is the flash intensity, n is the Hill coefficient, and Ih is the half-saturating light intensity.
In wild-type mice, the first term represents the contribution from rods, and the second represents the contribution from cones
(observed in bright light). The parameters of the fits are summarized in Table 3.
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The expression level of G�1�1 itself may be tuned by post-
translational mechanisms also. G�1 contains specific ubiquitina-
tion sites tagging G�1�1 for proteolysis by the 26S proteasome
(Obin et al., 2002). This ubiquitination has been shown to be
regulated by phosducin in vitro (Obin et al., 2002), and phosdu-
cin knock-out results in �36% loss of G�1�1 in rods (Sokolov et
al., 2004; Krispel et al., 2007).

The G�1 knock-out phenotype reveals a striking in vivo
example of the dependency of G� protein levels on the pres-
ence of functional G��, which likely reflects a general princi-
ple for regulation of G-protein expression. Other similar find-
ings include a modest G�i3 decrease in the brain of G�3 knock-
out mice (Schwindinger et al., 2004) and a major reduction of
G�olf in the striatum of G�7 knock-outs (Schwindinger et al.,
2003). The same concept that the expression level of a multi-
subunit protein complex may be set by the tightly regulated
expression of a single subunit extends far beyond G-proteins.
For example, the cellular content of the multi-subunit
GTPase-activating complex (RGS9�G�5�R9AP) responsible
for timely inactivation of transducin during the recovery from
a photoresponse is set by the expression of R9AP. The levels of

other two components, RGS9 and G�5,
closely match R9AP: R9AP knock-out
eliminates nearly all RGS9 and G�5 from
the rods (Keresztes et al., 2004), whereas
R9AP overexpression leads to their over-
expression (Krispel et al., 2006).

Rod outer segment localization of
transducin requires
heterotrimer formation
Our second major finding is that G�1 knock-
out causes constitutive mislocalization of
G�t from rod outer segments, which resem-
bles G�1�1 mislocalization in G�t knock-out
mice. This supports the hypothesis that
transducin heterotrimer is retained on the
photoreceptor disc membranes in outer seg-
ments through the combined action of two
lipid modifications, G�1 isoprenylation and
G�t acylation [for review, see Calvert et al.
(2006); for the most recent updates, see
Kerov et al. (2007) and Rosenzweig et al.
(2007)]. Interestingly, the distribution of G�t

in G�1 knock-out rods and G�1�1 in G�t

knock-out rods is somewhere in between the
dark- and light-adapted distributions in
wild-type rods, with more transducin
present in the outer segment than in light-
adapted wild-type mice. According to cur-
rent consensus (Calvert et al., 2006), trans-
ducin translocation arises from the diffusion
of individual G�t and G�1�1 subunits, sepa-
rated from one another by photoexcited rho-
dopsin. Therefore, in the absence of hetero-
trimer formation, the subcellular
distribution of G�t or G�1�1 is predicted to
be set by their membrane/cytosol distribu-
tion coefficients and by relative membrane
densities of various subcellular compart-
ments. Because outer segments are rich in
membranes, fair fractions of individual
subunits would be expected to localize

there, just as we observe in both G�t and G�1 knock-out rods.
However, in wild-type rods, transducin subunits translocating
from the outer segment re-form the heterotrimer in the inner
segment, which is likely to be trapped by the membranes of the
inner segment. This will cause a larger overall degree of trans-
location than could be achieved by individual subunits alone.
Our results support an emerging concept in G-protein cell
biology, based primarily on cell culture studies, in which the
localization of G-proteins to sites of their function (usually
plasma membrane) requires the assembly of a completely lipi-
dated heterotrimer (for review, see Marrari et al., 2007).

How does light activate G�t in G�1 knock-out rods?
Our next important finding is that rods of G�1 knock-out mice
are able to produce photoresponses. In contrast, G�t knock-
out rods expressing normal levels of G�1�1 are completely
insensitive to light. This indicates that the small amount
(�2% normal) of the G�t located in outer segments of G�1

knock-out rods is completely functional. But how could it be
activated without G�1�1? One possibility is that rhodopsin can
activate monomeric G�t, although studies obtained with re-

Table 3. The fitting parameters of the amplitude–intensity plots in Figure 7B

Ih,1 (cd � s/m2) n1 Amax,1 (�V) Ih,2 (cd � s/m2) n2 Amax,2 (�V)

a-wave
WT 0.48 � 0.07 0.60 � 0.04 315 � 8 335 � 102 1.71 � 0.75 82 � 14
G� 1�/� 17.7 � 2.8 0.62 � 0.05 118 � 3
G� t�/� 4.7 � 0.8 1.5 � 0.5 23 � 1

b-wave
WT 0.0008 � 0.0001 0.67 � 0.08 475 � 11 11 � 2 2.5 � 0.68 191 � 13
G� 1�/� 2.05 � 0.09 0.73 � 0.02 589 � 4
G� t�/� 1.18 � 0.12 0.98 � 0.09 161 � 3

The data are taken from at least four animals of each type and shown as mean � SEM.

Figure 8. Light responses of individual wild-type and G�1 knock-out rods. A, Families of flash responses from representative
wild-type and G�1 knock-out rods. Flash strengths ranged from 6.82 to 2937 photons/�m 2 for WT and from 872 to 73698
photons/�m 2 for G�1 knock-outs. B, Normalized response amplitudes as a function of flash strength for the G�1 knock-out rod
shown in A (open circles) and a rod from C57BL/6 wild-type mouse (filled squares). Points were fitted by saturating exponential
functions. Dark currents were 16.5 pA (wild type) and 12.3 pA (G�1 knock-out).
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constituted purified proteins (Fung,
1983; Herrmann et al., 2006) indicate
this would be with significantly lower ef-
ficiency. Alternatively, G�t activation
may be driven by heterotrimer formed
between G�t and the small fraction of
remaining G�1 associated with another
G� subunit and/or another G�� com-
plex present in the rod. This is consistent
with observations that G�� subunits are
fairly promiscuous in regards to their G�
interactions (Clapham and Neer, 1997)
and that the activation of G�t by rhodop-
sin could be supported by substoichio-
metric amounts of G�� (Fung, 1983).
Despite our inability to identify alterna-
tive G� partners for G�1 in G�1 knock-
out rods, we strongly favor the latter ex-
planation because the reduction in the
G�t correlated with the reduction in am-
plification constant, indicating that the
remaining G�t was activated at its phys-
iological rate. In addition, G�1 knock-
out rods showed reduced cellular dark
noise, consistent with the reduction in
heterotrimer expression and the corresponding lower rate of
its spontaneous activation.

Why does the absence of G�1 lead to
photoreceptor degeneration?
Our fourth major observation is that G�1 knock-out rods un-
dergo a fairly rapid degeneration. It is commonly accepted that in
all forms of retinal degeneration, photoreceptors eventually die
via apoptosis, but the molecular events triggering cell death are
specific to each degeneration type and range from abnormal light
signaling to protein mislocalization and misfolding [for review,
see Rattner et al. (1999) and Hartong et al. (2006)]. Because pho-
toreceptor degeneration in G�1 knock-out mice was not rescued
by the knock-out of G�t, which completely abolishes rod light
responses, it is not likely that G�1 knock-out rods die as a result of
abnormal G�t signaling without G�1�1. Therefore, it is more
likely that G�1 knock-out rods degenerate because of the stress
imposed by massive production of G�1 unable to form a func-
tional dimer without G�1. A more detailed hypothesis could be
considered based on the mechanism of the G�� assembly re-
cently proposed by Kubota et al. (2006), Lukov et al. (2006), and
Wells et al. (2006) and reviewed by Marrari et al. (2007) and
Willardson and Howlett (2007). In this model, the newly synthe-
sized G� binds to the chaperone CCT, which assists folding of a
number of major proteins. This is followed by the binding of
phosducin-like protein, PhLP, forming a ternary complex with
G� and CCT, PhLP phosphorylation, and release of the PhLP-G�
complex from the chaperone. PhLP-G� then binds G�, forming
the mature G��, and PhLP is released to catalyze another round

of G�� formation. Therefore, the lack of G�1 may prevent nor-
mal PhLP recycling, causing a major G�1“jam” at the CCT chap-
erone, impairing its ability to process G�1 and other cellular pro-
teins, and eventually triggering cell death. Elucidating whether
this type of cell death is caused by the added load on the protea-
somes or is triggered by an unknown pathway downstream of
jammed CCTs remains a subject of future studies. Interestingly,
the folding of G�t was also demonstrated to be assisted by CCT in
vitro, and the G�t-CCT complex was precipitated from isolated
rat retinas (Farr et al., 1997). Therefore, the G�t reduction in the
G�1 knock-out rods may be explained by any combination of its
protection by G�1�1 (see above) and its impaired folding because
of jammed chaperones.

Finally, we should mention another mouse mutation, the
large chromosome inversion encompassing nearly the entire
chromosome 4 called Rd4 (Roderick et al., 1997). Homozygous
inheritance of the Rd4 chromosome is lethal, whereas the
Rd4�/� phenotype is characterized by photoreceptor degener-
ation significantly more rapid and severe than in G�1 knock-out
mice. Kitamura et al. (2006) demonstrated that the distal break-
point of this inversion lies in the second intron of the G�1 gene,
found that the retinal level of the G�1 in young mice is reduced
approximately twofold, and suggested that this reduction serves
as the primary cause of degeneration. Our data do not support
this hypothesis, because �40% G�1 reduction in G�1�/� ani-
mals causes no degeneration even in old animals, and even more
importantly, �98% G�1 reduction in G�1 knock-out causes de-
generation less severe than in Rd4�/� mice. Therefore, the ret-

Table 4. Characteristics of single cell responses from dark-adapted rods with and without G� 1

Dark current (pA)
Dim flash time to
peak (ms) � rec (ms)a

Integration time
(ms) Io (photons � �m�2)b Cellular noise � 2 (pA2)c

Amplification constant
(s�2)

G� 1 �/� 9.9 � 0.9 (n � 12) 102 � 15 (n � 12) 142 � 15 (n � 12) 193 � 24 (n � 12) 3991 � 471 (n � 12) 0.00927 � 0.00336 (n � 9) 0.367 � 0.043 (n � 12)
WT 13.6 � 0.7 (n � 29) 114 � 6 (n � 19) 174 � 11 (n � 19) 254 � 19 (n � 19) 59.4 � 3.0 (n � 19) 0.0575 � 0.0199 (n � 8) 8.87 � 0.55 (n � 17)
a�

rec was determined by fitting a single-exponential function to the final falling phase of the dim flash response.
bFlash strength (500 nm) that elicited a half-maximal response.
cNoise variance for individual cells was calculated by integrating difference (dark � light) power spectra over a bandwidth of 0.1–20 Hz. All other parameters were determined as by Krispel et al. (2003).

Figure 9. Cellular dark noise variance in G�1 knock-out rods. A, Representative current recordings from WT and G�1 knock-out
rods in darkness (bottom) and in saturating light that closed all of the cGMP-gated channels (top). B, Difference power spectra
(dark � light) for each rod revealed a marked decrease in cellular dark noise in the lower frequency ranges, consistent with
reduced transduction noise. Open circles, G�1 knock-out rods; filled circles, wild-type rods. Dark currents were 12.6 pA (WT) and
10.4 pA (G�1 knock-out).
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inal degeneration in Rd4 mice is likely to involve mechanisms
additional to the disruption of the G�1 gene.
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